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In the August 1989 Word Ways I posed the question

Three letters can be deleted from PALINDROME to leave 120 different groups.
How many of these 120 can be rearranged to form genuine words or terms?

In the November 1989 Word Ways, Tom Pulliam provided examples for 62 of the arrangements, taken from Webster’s Second and Third Editions.

I have recently revisited this problem and have managed to find genuine words and terms for another 20 rearrangements. In addition to Webster’s Second and Third editions, I have also searched Chambers, Official Scrabble Words (International Edition) and the Oxford English Dictionary. However, several of my improvements are from Webster’s Second and Third, missed by Tom Pulliam during his search.

I combine Tom’s original list with my additions; unlabeled words are in Webster’s Third.

ADE
ADI
ADL promine osw
ADM proline
ADN implore
ADO
ADP morinel
ADR
AEI
AEL
AEM
AEN mildorp w2
AEO
AEP lindorm
AER
AIL dropmen w2
AIM poldern w2
AIN premold w2, meldrop w2
AIO
AIP
AIR
ALM ponerid w2, poinder w2, proined w2
ALN impedor
ALO
ALP minored
ALR imponed
AMN leporid, leproid
AMO
AMP dolerin oed, lidrone oed
AMR
ANO rimpled
ANP moldier
ANR implode
AOP
AOR
APR old-mine, molined oed
DEI lampron oed
DEL rampion
DEM lap-iron oed, pornial oed
DEN
DEO
DEP marlion oed
DER lampion
DIL manrope
DIM paleron w2, preloan w2
DIN pleroma, leproma, polearm w2
DIO lampern
DIP moneral, almoner, nemoral
DIR poleman
DLM apeiron, open-air, pea-iron Chambers
DLN meropia, emporia
DLO Permian permian w2
This brings the total number of arrangements to 82 out of 120, without even having begun to search further sources such as Funk & Wagnalls, the Times Index-Gazetteer, and so on. I think this goes to demonstrate that questions posed in the pages of Word Ways can always be researched further and previous answers improved on.

Can anyone add to the 26 (out of a possible 45) trans-2-deletions of PALINDROME presented in my original article? The missing 19 combinations are AE AI AL AO AP AR EI EM EO EP ER IN IO IR LN LO MO NO NR. I am also missing trans-1-deletions for A and E, and would appreciate improvements of the coinages for N (REDIPLOMA) and O (PRIME LAND).